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This article presents the possibilities offered of building a History, in this case of the 
Middle Ages, that considers thc relations people have had with rhe natural spaces 
and ihe urban environment where their lives have developed. 1 defend the need for 
a Hisiory oE those concerns that are nowadays considered ecological. To this end, 1 
weigh up the possihilities of the documenrary sources, present the theoretical bases, 
show a working method and nicthodology and evaluate the bibliographical sources. 
The eco-feminists approaches are emphasised, indicating tlie possibilities offered 
by the difference in the relatio~is hetween women and men with the environment 
they live in. 
Relations Women-Men, Urban spaccs, Naiure 
Virorum ac mulieruin ratio, Vrbes, Natura 
1. introduction 
Since the late 1970s, my niain dedication has been to women's history, though 1 
have always maintained other lines of research in which 1 have sought and noted 
the importance of women in any historical process. It was the late nineties when 1 
startcd to emphasise the differences in the relationships that men and women have 
held and maintained throughout the history with nature, with natural spaces and 
tbe inodified areas. Moreover, that was when the translation of studies and research 
began into an emerging trend withi~i Women's Studies, Eco-feminisni. My interest 
in this made me thirik about the possibility and need to build an ecological history 
and show the possihle concern in niedievaf societies for the environment in which 
the activities of men and women took place. This would be done to assess whether 
these relationships were similar or had differeiices. and especially if there was an 
awareness of the deterioration of nature and the consequences this might have 
on people. 1 believe that this thought, in its possible existence, is the basis for the 
construction of ari ecological history. 
ln this paper 1 will try to show the contenrs of ecological history that should not 
be confused with agrarian history or the economic history of rural areas. To build 
aii ecological history requires a theoretical basis and methodology, different froin 
other historical constructions, but there may undoubtedly he contributions from 
consolidated inethodologies. Similarly, the sources, that are normal for any histori- 
cal developmeiit, should be subjected to a special ueatment. These will be the con- 
tents of this article, togcther with an approximate state of the art with reference to 
the ecological history in niedieval Spain. 
1 wish to state that my readings are mostly linked to eco-feminism, because while 
there is much literature from philosophy, theology and politics on this issue, less 
has been written from history and very little referring to the Middle Ages. Through 
thcse readings and my research, 1 have reflected on the possibilities of this new 
line to try to define the content and methodology that differentiate ecological his- 
tory within history and set it up as a ernerging way of scientific research, providing 
a new vision of the past and the relaiions of individuals with eacli other and the 
places where they lived. All this is within the guidelines of the social history, which 
thus provide an analysis of historical events from a new and unfamiliar perspcctive. 
1 start rny discussion with an assessment of the sources and literature and then 
move on to propose some theoretical bases. These are the tools for building a 
working inethod and a methodology for ecological history. 1 dedicate a paragraph 
to eco-feminist history and end with very tentative conclusions giveii the incipient 
nature of the development of this type of history, especially as proposals for myself 
and tliose who want to follow this path. It is, without doubt, a provisional working 
hypothesis and open to new contributions. 
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2. Documentation 
There are no  specific sources for ecological history, but rather we need to find 
usehil information in the well-known and traditional sources. Al1 of these should be 
subiected to rieorous review to assess the content of the information orooerlv. con- 
" . . .  
textualize the situation and seek the root causes behind the data used. We must also 
take into account the difficulties of finding these. Therefore, given the methodologi- 
cal characteristics of this work, 1 will make an assessment of ;he ones I have used-in 
other studies' and the specific problems they have caused. 1 will also propose some 
general considerations and a list of al1 documents 1 have searched or think need to 
be searched for information. 
1 want to emphasire that there are no  sources on the relations between people 
and the environment in which they lived and information is scattered across many 
different types of sources. My work on this matter is based on written sources, some 
puhlished, otbers unpublished or that 1 have published. The written sources are 
those 1 have always worked with and which 1 know how to manage and analyse 
technically. However, it is complicated to find iníormation on this subject, because 
it was not a major concern, so it was not usually reflected in a document. Never- 
theless, despite the ahsence of environmental concerns, there are some scattered 
reports that, dealt with properly and jointly, can provide a good route for research. 
In principle. any document, provided it is subject to the proper criticism, can 
supply something of greater or lesser importance that can be used for any historical 
developrnent. The study of the sources referred to a monastic domain, the workings 
of a council or the repopulation oí a city, can store information related to ecological 
approaches, but we must find this among the full ser of conventional data that have 
customarily been used. The difficulty is not greater thaii that of any other research, 
alihough the quantitative results may be poor, but significant new contributions 
can be found. 
There is another difficulty in this subject. There is a no specific corpus of 
documentary sources nor is there a section in the archives where the documents 
pertaining to these issues are sorted, as there are in other avenues of research. We 
must use all kinds of documentation to find something that may refer to the relations 
between prople and the physical environment in which they lived and worked. 
1 will follow the traditional assessment ol sources, but will leave the referente 
to written docunients in last place, because they are the only ones 1 used in my re- 
search in this field. Therefore, in principle 1 will list the sources that should be used 
especially to assess their potential, hitherto unpublished in these studies and in the 
majority, as it is usual to use written sources and, toa lesscr extent, material remains. 
1. Segura. Cristina. "Las nilijeres y la iiaturalera en la legislaciárr visigoda". Gerión. Necesidad, rabiduría y 
verdad: e1 iesado de Juan Cascajero, Extra (2007): 489-503: Segura. Cristina. "La tala conio arma de guerra 
en la Frontera", VI Estudios de Frontera. Población y poblamienfo. Homrnoje a Manuel González Jinzénez. Jaén: 
Diputación Provii~cial de Jaén. 2007: 717-724: Segura. Cristina. "Rastros de u n  pensamicnia ecológico 
en  Al-Andalus?", A l  Andaius. Espago de mudanza. Homenqqcm a Juan Zozaya Stabel-Hanssm, Susana Gómez 
iMartiner, coord. Mértola: Campo Arqueológico de Mfnola, 2006: 29-34. 
3. Iconographic and archaeological sources 
iconographic sources have always seemed to me not to be sufficientiy valucd 
and not used to their full potential. The visual rnessages that people who lived in 
the Middle Ages have left. through paintings, sculptures, constructions, and even 
everyday objects, have very rarely been taken into account. 
The capitals, tombs, donrways of churches or some friezes such as wonderful 
arld little known calendar carved on a wall of the church in a village in the north 
of Guadalajara, clase to Cantalojas, with each month of the year represented by 
the typical farm work done in that month and many orher reliefs where men and 
women appear doing farm work, casing for livestock or fighting wild animals. Simi- 
lar information is also available in different types of painting. Thanks to the icono- 
graphic sources the spaces where various activities were done can be analyzed and 
an attempt made to deduce the relations between the people and the physical en- 
vironment in which they lived. although it is difficult because it only represents the 
nioment when an act was perpetuated. 
Al present, sculpture is not a widely used source in historical studies. Iris possible 
that in the future a method of analysis may be established that can provide results or 
some kind of work may be found with more explicit messages than thoiz hithertn 
known. The same is true with respect to the paintings. They are very abundant and 
increased in number as the Middle Ages went by. 
The miniatures of the codices, the Books of Hours, the murals in churches 
or palaces, the tables and charts, have numerous scenes of people in various 
circumstances, in real or idealised landscapes. Through these illilstrations. the 
distrihution of places between men and women can be seen, their different activities, 
in domestic and the natural, spontaneous or humanized spaces. 1 believe that until 
now, as I have mentioned, there are great difficulties to perceive the relationship 
with the physical environment and the perception people had of this. However, the 
usefulness of ico~lographic sources in general, both sculpture and painting, cannot 
be judged fairly until they are used more commonly than now. 
1 think that archaeology can be of niore use. It must be emphasized that 1 do not 
mean conventional archaeology, as the remains of a city, a building, a hydraulic 
system or the household can providc scant inforination on this topic. However, the 
relationship these artefacts have with the environment in which they developed 
can always be evaluated. If they meant an aggression in the asea where they settled 
os, conversely, are perfecily suited to it. To appreciate al1 this, sufficient knowledge 
and tools are needed to perceive the messages that can be derived. Without doubt, 
the experts in archaeology will capture and estabiish working hypotheses on the 
impact these had on the ellvironment they devcloped in. 
In contrast, 1 believe that archaeology of the landscape is critical, aiid is beginning 
to give excellent results on the conservation, modification or degradatioil of natu- 
ral landscapes. These include the decline in the forest, the expansion of cultivated 
fields, the abandoning of andlor commitment to certain products, the introduc- 
tion of irrigation systems with the changes these entail for the environment, os the 
construction of a city and thc infrastructure necessary for the conurbation to work. 
Al1 this can be analyzed and evaluated by archaeology, which needs a mastery of 
special techniques and tools, which unfortunately we paper-hased historians do 
not have. But this situation does not prevent me from assessing the significance of 
these study skills for progress in fields where there is no writlen information or this 
is inadequate. 
Al1 the abuve can be good ways of working which will provide results on the 
physical environment in  he Middle Ages. This information, in sonlc cases, are a 
simple endorsement of what the written documents have provided. but it also offers 
iillormation from the past that we now do not have, since it has not been reflected 
in written texts, but has left its mark on the landscape and land use. It corresponds 
to archaeology, and it has a broad field, to evaluate the quality of human interven- 
tion in modifying the natural environments. 
4. Written sources 
1 have followed a traditionai pattern in assessing the sources, which seerns ap- 
propriate, bccause it marks a logical path to gaining an understanding of a process. 
The order of referente to different types of sources does not imply any hierarchy. 1 
think all are equally important and each person has his or her option, and tlie ideal 
is to compare information from various sources. 
The legal sources are the first step in any historical analysis, thus markitig the le- 
gal framework that the legislator, representing the dominant power, seeks to impose 
on society. Therefore we need to understand and assess whether there is legislation 
on the treatment that people mnst give to the natural environment that surrounds 
them. We must also look in the sources of the application of the law to see how it 
was entorced. In this type of normative sources not only should the secular legal 
texts be taken into account, but also religious ones, for exarnple the provisions by 
council and synod. 
tri Ilie ecoriouiic documentation there is a great deal of information ahout the 
working of busiilesses. 1 use this term to refer to current holdings, such as lordly 
and monastic domains, ecclesiastical, council or private possessions. Certainly, the 
data on agricultura1 development should contain information about the demands 
that people made on nature. The development of workshops of artisans or trading 
activities also marked in some way, each in a different way, the space surrounding 
each business, which is reflected in the written iexts. 
In al1 this documentation the insinuarions ninst he used, 1 stress the word "in- 
sinuations" at environmental issues that may occur. This type of documentation is 
very valuable since it refers to the social reality in which people lived, and therrfore 
wheii the data is usable, it is of unquestionable effectiveness. Also, purchase and 
sale contracts, letters of dowries, wills, inventories of goods, donations and alnis are 
documents with a large economic content and also implement the law and some 
have religioiis content. Some kind of environmental concern can be traced from al1 
of this inforrrration. 
Equally useful are the texts of the chronicles of reigns, cities and events. All these 
contaiii relrrences to the places where the events took place and to questions re- 
lated to these. Reading the chroiiicles can give results. as 1 noted in my work quoted 
above ori the use of logging as a weapon of war, the economic consequences of en- 
vironrnental degradation and that Hernarido del Pulgar referrid to in the Chronicle 
on the Catholic Mona~chs .~  
1 think that religious texts should also be used. Above 1 relesred to council canons, 
now 1 wish to mention that the letters of religiosity, penitentials, lives of saints, 
rnartyrdom os any pious text contains some information on the official belief of 
the church about nature and tlie corisideraiion this should be given by the people. 
It is interesting to note the scant regard the Christian religion has for nature and 
therefore its rejection of ecological thinking, as has been rigorously studied by the 
great theologian Anne Primavesi,' so religious texts can provide a dorninant thought 
far from respect for natural areas. Do no1 forget the news that may have been kept. 
about prayers about droughts or asking for protection against any weather event, 
which provides inforrnation. 
Finally, 1 will defend the importance of literary sources. One must start from 
the basis that they create fictional events that are ofren set in a real The 
treatment given tu the physical space iil which the action takes place is usually 
not fiction, but rather recreates the reality to a great extent, and also expresses 
the dominant thought at the time the text was written. Therefore, with the critica1 
and necessary restrictions, the literary texts should not be forgotten when doing 
history, not that of exceptional events, but of daily events done by many people, 
whose name has not entered into history. The ecological history largely escapes 
the exceptional and is based on the normal, hence the need to take the literary 
sources into account. 
5. Bibliography 
It is diificult to try present a state of affairs about the existirig literature, which is 
very scarce. Therefore 1 lirnit myself to a first approach to the bibliographic evalua- 
tion. In most cases, the basic general works refer to the current situation, although 
they contain sonie useful informaiion from the past. 1 believe they are valid as they 
offer methods and techniques to analyzc the subject in the present that can used for 
2. Segura, Cristina. "La tala como arrna . " :  717-724. 
3. Primavesi, Annc. Del Apocalipsis al Génesis. Ecologia. Feminismo. Crisiianismo. Barcelona: Herdcr, 1995. 
researcli into the past and seem useful for contextualising the problem in the Mid- 
dle Ages and as a theoretical reference. 
Coupled with the difficulty of the lack of own sources mentioned above, there is 
little literature derived from the little concern for this area in the medieval research 
in general. To a large extent, this lack is due to more to the difficulties in the suhject 
than to a lack of concern about it from a social and even scientific level. In other 
more consolidated type of research, there is bihliography that acts as a support. of- 
fering methodology or models to apply. In this case, the bibliography is very scant, 
current knowledge is very superficial, and therefore any contribution is novel, use- 
ful, and especially risky because tliere are not many reference points in Spanish 
medievalism. Its interest lies in the novelty and, more irnportantly, in that it can be 
the heginning of a new way of making history. 
My inteiition is to draw attention to this, like many otliers, unattended issue. At 
this time, in which the current paradigm of history is being questioned and suhjects 
are being identified that should be considered as new avenues of research, 1 believe 
we must initiate new topics for a new history more in line with current social and 
political concerns. 1 think the history of rclations between people and both the ru- 
ral and urhan environments a very valid line of inquiry and one destined to have 
a good future, after overcoming the usual difficulties that arise when starting any 
new line of research. 
There are few general works in Castilian.' The literature specific to the Middle 
Ages is not very abundant, although there is not satisfactory enough, although 
it must be appreciated because it represents the beginiling of knowledge in this 
importan1 topic6 Most of the works cited are group works whose origin have been 
a scientific meeting and a prior environmental concern. The interest is to raise a 
new issue of importance, which is quite commendable and sh«uld be welcomed. 
The limited developrnent of this question so far iii Spain, which is worse in the case 
of tlie Middle Ages, is the driving force of tbese encounters whose aim is to open 
new fields of research. 1 think the lack of methodology and methods of work, along 
with a shortage oE reference literature, are the reason for holding these meetings so 
that the discussion and interest in the subject arises froin them and, consequently, 
its scientific developrnent. One of the frequent theoretical problems appears in 
them, namely the lirikage to the rural. Undoubtedly a dominated nalure involves 
5 .  Drleage. Jean Paul. Flisioria de la Ecologia Una ciencia del hombre y de la naturaleza. Barcrlona: [caria, 
1993; Farifia To,jo, José. La ciudady eimedio naturai Madrid: Akal, 1998; Gui~r2lez Moliria. iManucl. His- 
toria y medio anzbienre. Madrid: Eudema. 1993; L6per Ronillo. Oiego. El medio ambiente. Madriii: Cáredia, 
1994; Sotelo Navalpotro, JosC Antonio. Desarrollo yMedio Ambienteen Espana. Madrid: FundaciSii Infodal. 
2000; Tricart, Jean. La e c w e o p f i a  y la ordenaoidn del medio natural. Baicclona: Anagrama. 1982. 
Pro Ciciicia-Consejo Nacional de Investigaciones Cieniiircas y Técnicas. 1997; l i  Encuentro sobre Historia 
y Medio Ambiente. Preactas. Huesca: Iiistituto de Estudios Alroaragoneses, 2001; Coladcrlle, Michaei, ed. 
L'homme et ia nature au M-/eif Agc. V Congreso lniernacional de Arqueología itledieval. Paris:  1996; Clenieiite 
Ramos. Julián, ed. El medio natural en ia Erp'rpafia niedieval. Actas dei I Congreso sobre Ecohistoria e Nistoría Me. 
dievai. Cáceres: Universidad de Exiremadiira. 2001 
the deterioration of the spontaneoirs, hut crops do not always mean environmental 
degradation, and the urban centres are possihly more polluting. 
The puhlication of the minuies of these meetings is useful, because attempts to 
open a ilew path in the field of knowledge hecome known. They are collective 
works in which esiablished historians recognised for their research on other areas 
raised and their work presents opportunities for research. There are also texts that 
appear to be the first research by young people and their work, while well inten- 
tioned, does not always meet requirements. Most of the authors involved have very 
different thoughts about what the physical environment is and aboui how the his- 
rory of the relations of people with it should be approached. 
Al1 these contrihutions show interest in this new suhject, but most are merely 
contributory and often do not consider the need to develop an  appropriate 
methodology. This leads to many of them tackling the problem frorn an approach 
related to the economic history of the rural environment. The results are very 
uneven, as history of the rural economy has already been studied and inputs in 
this case are often repetitive. In orher cases it is an approach that detracts from 
the subject, since it implicitly accepts that history of the environmental refers 
particularly to the relationships between people living in rural areas with their 
surroundings, hoth with the spontaneous and modified nature. In very rare cases is 
there refercnce to the relations uf people living in the urban environment and to its 
possible deterioration. 
At the end 1 include a brief general hasic bibliography that can he related to 
ecological history. The content of these texts is irregular and together with very 
valuable and essential works there are other totally circumstantial ones. However, 
given the paucity of literature on the suhject, they are al1 of greater or lesser interest, 
as a tool that can be of use tu anyone interested. However, the most valuahle, 
coherent, articulate contributioil that has already given exccllent results comes 
from eco-feminisrn. Below 1 only include hasic works wirh theoretical contributions 
representative of the various approaches within eco-feininism.' 
6. Theoretical bases 
Social history in this country now has an established trajectory, although there 
are still those who ignore it. A quick look at its output shows that there is enough 
work to know how people lived in many ways. However, the results are not com- 
7, Agra Romero, iW Xasé, coord. Ecoiogíayfempminirmo. Granada: Comares. 1998; Floiland-Cunz, Barbara. 
EcoJeminismor. Madrid: Cátedra, 1996; Merchant, Carolyn. Ecola~icaiRevoiufions, Nalltre, Grnder and Sciencc 
in NewEngiand. Chapcl Hill: University o l  North Carolina Press, 1989; Mies, Maria; Shiva, Vandana. Ea- 
feniinismo. Teoría crítico vnersoectivar. Barcelona: Icaria, 1997; Puleo. Alicia H.; Seyura. Cristina; Cuvana. 
Mujer ecololía y sr<peniivencia. Madrid: Horas y Horas, 1995. 
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parable in al1 subjects. History is made of the political vicissitudes of the economy, 
souety, thc mentality of the marginalized or women, but there are some aspects 
of social reality that are still very murky. This is possibly due to a lack of concern 
about them, not the lack ol documentary sources that encourage research on the 
least known such as the relationship between people and the physical environment. 
The result of my interest in this was the application for project of the Sectorial Plan 
for the Study of Women and Gerrder in the U1 National R & D Plan under the title 
"Actions and Attitudes of Women towards the Environment. Historical Perspectives 
and Future Projections" that 1 was awarded in 1999 with number 52199 for four 
years. To a large extent, this paper is indebted to this project, although during the 
period it lasted, 1 focused only on the relationships of women with the space where 
they lived, in the sources, men also appeared more frequently than woinen. 1 then 
used the information on rnen to compare the different attitudes of both sexes. Then 
a new research field opened up for me, 
The result of this project was some publications that are cited throughout this 
work. There was also three scientific meetings in the Universidad Complutense of 
Madrid: "Encounters 1: Women and Urban Spaces" (2000), "Women and Ecology 
Symposium: Historical-Philosophical Perspective" (2001)8 and "Women and Spaces 
urban. History and Current Reality" (2002).9 Al1 three were held in the Faculty of 
Geography and History at the university. These readings and research served as the 
basis for the research work that 1 presented for my evaluation as cathedratic (2006). 
Since then 1 have not stopped thinking about the problems of history of tlie envi- 
ronment or ecological history, including the establishment of a nomenclature that 
is still not properly defined. 1 have published some of that workl%ith modifica- 
tioris for their new destination, al1 cutminating in a book. This text is undoubtedly 
in debt to rlie introductory part of it and its fundamental aim is to encourage only 
consolidate this new way of interpreting the history of the past. This is not a new 
story, the story is oiily one, but a new way to interpret it to make a thing of the past 
is so far not kiiown. 
Marc Bloch defined history as "the science of men in time"." It should be noted 
that this definition is prior to 1944, when Bloch was shot by the Nazis. Despite the 
time that has passed, 1 still seems the best ol the pr«pr~sals. I-lowever, 1 always very 
respectfuliy make a criticism because in tlie early twentieth century, Bloch could 
not foresee a part of history not yet developed. From my appreciation of the mas- 
ter, 1 would qualify his definition. No word in it is superfluotis, al1 are esscniial, but 
1 think other coiicepts would enrich, qualify and especially update it. These two 
words are women and space. 
8. Published as Puleo. Alicia H.; Segura. Cristina; Cavana. María Liiisa, eds. Mujeres y Eoiogia. Hisloria ... 
9. Most of rhe coniribuiions were published iri Segura Giaíño. Cristina. coord. Mujeresy Esoacios Urbanos. 
Homenaje a Chrisiine de Pizan en el VI ienimario de la 1"rdiiiUn de L a  ciudadde las damar". 1405-2005. Madrid: 
Asociaci6n Cultural Almudayna. 2007. 
LO. Mentioned in note 1 
11. Bloch, Murc. Introducción a la Hisloiio. México: Fondo de Cuiiura Económica, 1974. 
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Though the term "men" can be interpreted as synonymous with humanity, and 
it may include men and women, as Bloch explains. But 1 believe that it is precisely 
the need to clarify, to show that men are not always interpreted as a synonym for 
humanity, it must be emphasized thai there is not a single historical subject, men, 
but wornen are also social subjeas since their social reality is different from the 
other group. 
The terrn "space" was evaluated by Bloch to add to his definition, but he ended up 
rejecting it, given the harsh criticism of geographical determinism. Liberal thinking 
could not defend that a person, given the place where he or she was born or lived, 
could only live a certain way, without the possibility of changing their original 
situation. Thus, Bloch did not include space in his definition. At the beginning of 
this century, geographical determinism has been qualified and it cannot be denied 
that people develop a specific activity depending on where they live, which affects 
their lives to some extent. although they always have the possibility of escaping 
fronr these conditions, albeit in a small boat. 
Undoubtedly, people hold certain relationships with the other people they live 
with and history has been largely devoted to research into them. However, and 
equally as defining for thcir social reality, they have relations with the space where 
they conduct their activities. The relationships with the environmeut in which they 
live are not stable, nor are the ones established with people and they are modified as 
needcd. They can be good or bad, o1 acceptance or rejection, aitention or disregard, 
care or aggression. We must also not forget that any human activity in relation io 
their habitat, not only affects it when it occurs, but has implications for the future. 
Only recently have the actions of people over rime begun to demonstrate negative 
consequences they are having for the Earth, which for rne is everything on, or sur- 
rounding, the planet, be tlrey persons, animals, plants, deserts, ice or sea, that is 
Gaia. Moreover, it should also not be forgotten that this importan1 issue does not 
concern the various iirdividuals, companies or governments to ihe same degree. 
7. History of Ecology 1 Ecological History 1 
The concern about the relationship of people with the space they live in Iras been 
called ecological thinking. A new science of ecology has emerged from this new 
thinking that has an importan1 social and political content, together with serious 
economic consequences for capitalist societies, since it denounces the exploitation 
planet earth suhject has heen io. 1 think that there is no need to emphasise this 
more here, but this does not mean that the issue is resolved. However, 1 want to 
emphasize that damage to the environmeni is not exclusive to contemporary times. 
The current situation has been reached by a progression of derived actions thai 
have intensified with the advance of technology. 1 find it interesting and useful, as 
well as novel, to do the history of this process and 1 consider it a way of making a 
history of social and political topicality. History should not be reduced to a desktop 
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activity that is not involved in the social realiiy in which it develops and does not 
meet the social demands of the moment. History must give answers, undonbtedly 
scientific, but which help to give a better understanding o1 the problems of the past 
and present, to improve the future. 
Terminology is a problem when you wish to create a list on this new line of re- 
search. It is necessary to define the terms used because they can respond to different 
contents. Does ecology examine the relationships of people with nature? Or with 
the physical environment? Or with the countryside? With the city? What should we 
cal1 the history that deals with these relationships? 1s the physical environmeni the 
same as the natural environment? The answers to these qiiestions are compficated 
and throughout this article 1 will try to give some. As a starting point 1 want to clarify 
that the natural and physical environment have the same meaning. It is the sponta- 
neous nature without human modification. Insiead, 1 believe environment is the re- 
sutt o! the actiori of people on the natural environment, leading to its modification. 
This action need not always be harmful to nature. However, throughout history, in 
many cases, ir has been so gradiially, through technological development, which has 
been inversely proportional to the deterioration of the natural enviromnent. 
1 do not think it necessary to stress the difference between the history of ecology 
and ecological hisrory, as ir is ohvious. The first is very short as ecology is fess than a 
century old. The history of ecology discusses the development of this science. which 
is not my task now, but 1 ani involved in the construction of an ecological history, 
which can be viewed as a new way of doing history. The subject of ecological his- 
tory should be the relationships of people wiih the environment in which their lives 
have evolved «ver time. The social subject is the people who have certain relation- 
ships with the spaces in which their activities take place, taking the social reality 
into account in each case. 
Ecological history is not a part of history, but rather history from the analysis of 
certain problems in society, and must therefore be done with the budget for social 
history. Hu~nan  behaviour with the environment in which they lived and which has 
consequences for tliis must be valued. The results depend on a number of Lactors, 
so it is necessary to apply certain categories of analysis. Narrating the relationship of 
the medieval peasants who worked the fields is not enough. We need to assess the 
causes oi these relationships, their consequences and impact on nature. The social 
reality is crucial to establishing that those actions are only justified and understood 
with this method. The new Social History will be born crippled, if something so 
importan1 to people's lives is forgotten, sometliing like the ecological criteria which 
has infliienced both the economic development, which has led to many conflicts 
and now is of priority interest. 
Until now, there have been very few voices in the field of history who demanded 
thc inctusion of ecological history in the purported history of the paradigm of the 
twenty-first centiiry, although some relerences have begun, such as for ihe scien- 
tific meetings referred to above. The one in C á c e r e ~ ' ~  is related to a project, "Man 
. ~~~ 
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and the Environment in History", funded by the Ministry of Education of the Junta 
de Extremadura. 
The importance of ecological history has also bcen valued in the Manifesto of His- 
tos .  in Debate1> (2002) that emerged from the first two congresses of this historio- 
graphic current and was endorsed at the third, al1 held in Santiago de Compostela in 
July 1993, 1999 and 2005. Ail of these were called by Carlos Barros, a professor of 
medieval history at the university and the first editor of the manifesto. Among the 
principies it contains that must define the new history, it defends the need for eco- 
logical history or history of the Environment. This was one ol ihe topics for debate 
in the 2005 congress in as transversal to al1 the different currents and proposals. This 
confirmed the need for a scientific statement about methods. methodologies and, 
ahove all, content. If the need for it is not claimed then it will be difficult to develop. 
8. Analytical categories 
Acknowledging the importance of studying the relationship of people with tlie 
environment, the need soon arosc t.o qualify if ihey were al1 simiiar, or if there are 
categories of analysis that mark difierences. Historical time is critical. although not 
understood according to the old divisions of Ancient Times, Middle Ages, etc., but 
rather especially to the changes in the socio-economic structures. Other references 
are much more effective in this case, such as pre-industrial or industrial societies. 
Nor can the situation be considered stable in those societies known as pre-indus- 
trial. There were deep changes throughout this period, due mainly to technicai ad- 
vances, but the substantial is permanent. Medieval society must be integrated into 
this group, but without forgetting that it was predominantly European and incor- 
porated only those political andior social formations that relationships were inain- 
tained with. There are still presently indigenous peoples or communities who have 
not reached the industrial revoluiion, and much less the technological revolution. 
Thus, the accuracy of the analysis of historical time is a priority. Together with this, 
the space where people lived should be valued, because the physical infrastructure 
also changes every historical process. 
Along with the necessary time and spatial precision, other essential categories 
of analysis, such as gender and social class, must be applied to any wurk of history. 
In the first case, this must be from a dual perspective. We must assess whether the 
relations between men and women with nature are similar, and. if they are iioi, 
analyze the causes of this difference. It is also necessary to ask whether the per- 
ception of the environment in which people live is the same or whether there are 
differences according to gender. We should not forget the different considerations 
of women and men in classical philosophy aiid, nowadays, in certain tendencies in 
1 J. "Manifcst von 'Historia a Debate' (Gcschichic rur Discusio)". Zeil.~chi/ii/ür Weitgeschichre. 3 (2002): 
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psychology. While men have been described since Aristotle as the holders of reason. 
which governs their actions and cstablishes certain relationships with the mastery 
of nature, women are seen as closer in their behaviour to feelings induced by the 
spontaneous nature than to reason. Aristotle's legacy is still very much present in 
the dominant thinking. 
The social class each person belongs to is a basic category for analysis that modifies 
the individual's relationship with the natural environment. In the case of ecological 
concern, each person's place of residence of should also be applied as a category of 
analysis, which, to some extent, is related to social class. The attitudes and lifestyles 
of a person whether they live in the countryside, the woods or the city, are critical. 
This creates specific needs that must be assessed. We must also take the dominant 
mentality into account in the medieval Hispanic area. Here there were followers of 
three religions and the three groups liad different concerns about the environment. 
Therefore, the proposed categories of analysis (historical time, place of residence, 
gender, social cIass and culture) are essential lo contextualize the problems that eco- 
logical history must stress. We must also banish emotional perceptions of ernotional 
proximity with nature. Women do not have different feelings regarding nature, 
nor are they closer to it by constitution, as claimed by Greek philosophy. These 
supposed feelings, or rather female group attitude, derivefrom the social reality in 
which wornen live, which 1 will go into below. 
For al1 the above, the application of these analytical categories will enhance the 
developmeilt of ecological history. contextualised in the social milieu which led to 
the events to be analysed. 1 believe that the ecological approach should be present 
in any historical analysis, but, as there has been little concern about this knowledge 
until now, it is good to stress this pcrspective and carry out studies whose centrepiece 
is the relationship of people with environment they live in at a particular historical 
moment, in the counlry os the city, distinguishing between social class, religion and 
gender. This will build a knowledge base. to help a better understanding of different 
societies, past and present. But to accomplish this task we must first make a series of 
conceptual details, develop working methods, make an assessment of sources and, 
with al1 this, establish a methodology. 
9. Proposal for Ecological History 
The story history, contributory history, positivist history must be overcome in 
any theme. Describiny the possible relationships o1 people with the physical envi- 
sonment in which they live is contributory history, which can be very valuable for 
collecting data that it represents, but it is not ecological history. To be so, it requires a 
theoretical basis that goes beyond the simple story and analyses events from ecologi- 
cal positions. Ecological history is a conception of the world and therefore, of socicty 
aud econornic development, which argues that progrcss should not be achieved at 
the expense of environmental degradation, which in the MiddIe Ages could occur, 
although they were unaware of its consequences. A clear example is the consump- 
tion of wood needed to huild a hoat and the ecological disaster of the sinking of a 
ship, something quite common, hecause new wood had to be felled in the forests. 
Only the cost and the defeat if the s i n h g  happened in hattle were appreciated. 
Ecological history is not the history of agriculture or a history that stildies natu- 
ral resources, the landscape or the forest. It is common to confuse the history of 
agricultiire with ecological history and consider that an ecological approach is only 
introduced by relating to the rural environment. Valuing agricultural development 
is not an  ecological thought, bu1 rather emphasises issues of economic develop- 
menr. Of course, the use of rural resources is a key issue in ecological history, but 
not in itself, more for its impact on the environment. The treatment, demands and 
impacts on nature by agricultura1 development are of concern to ecological history 
while yields, census or improvements are the same lar economic history. It is pos- 
sihle rhat one might fa11 into this corifusion in an  initial perception, as the most fre- 
quent subject is the countryside. Accordingly, 1 want to emphasise that the study of 
agriculti~ral production alone is not ecological history. For it to he so, it is necessary 
to assess the environmental impact it produces. 
Another frequent error, closely linked to the previous, is to consider that ecologi- 
cal history should only focns on rural arcas. Some special relations also arise in the 
cities between the urban environment and those living there, who have their own 
relationships, of abuse or respect, for the environment tliey live in. to which the 
appropriate categories of analysis can he applied. Ecoloyical history may be made 
taking as its subject a leudal order, a forest, a city or even a hattle. For example, 
fire is a weapon of war and, in addition to the economic ruin caused to the people 
it affects, fire destroys their natural resources and has negative consequences for 
nature that affcct not only the present, bu1 also future socieiies. I<ing Alfonso X in 
the Partidas ordered that any one starting a fire in a forest should he "thrown into ir" 
as a punishment. It was a harsh punishment, death, demonstraring thc importante 
of the offence then. This doctrine appears in many legal texts and in the Courts of 
Valladolid in 1258, "Manda el Rey que non pongan fuego pora quemar los montes e al que 
lo fallaren faziendo que1 echen d e n t r ~ " . ' ~  Fire was a weapon of war with a strong erivi- 
ronmental irnpact and was widely used. 
The lack of attei~tion to this issue cannot be blained on a lack of sources. Some- 
thing similar is alleged whenever work begins o11 a new line o1 research. The sources 
contain many messages that are not always used. The documents. of whatever type, 
offer many useful data that are not valued because they are not involved directly 
with the goals ol conventional research. One has to return insistently to al1 the 
documents whatever these may be. All of them contain small, unused pieces of data 
that, together with each other or in a particular coritext, may open oew avenues of 
knowledge. We must read the texts looking for new data. We must ask many varied 
questions to obtain new answers. 
14. "The king orden that jre  rhali no: be made lo burn ihe.forest.~ anii he who does so shali die by heing pul inln it'. 
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The informarion thar allows us to reconstruct the relatiotis between people and 
nature is foui~d by rcading the papers, both published and unpublished. This method 
of work must be accompanied by its own methodological approaches. The collection 
and presentation of data alone, dispiayed neatly, only serves to rebuild how these 
relationships occurred. This in itself is already very valuable, but more progress is 
required, To date, there are general ideas on which we have to go deeper into and 
analyse with the appropriate methodology. Ir is imperative from a theorctical hasis, 
based on the principles of social history and ecological thought, concerned about 
the indiscriminate exploitation of natural resources over time and human interven- 
tion in the natural environment. 
Above 1 stated that, although the definition of ecological thinking is very recent, 
this does not mean that it did not exist yreviously. However, ecological thinkir~g 
means an awareness of the deterioration of nature, an  overview of this and sonie 
policies to prevent this in ihe long-temi. It is very difficult to find this thought stated 
earlier than the twentieth century, althoiigh from the eighteenth century with the 
Enlightenment, there was conceru for nature. But aloiigside this, in Al-Andalus, 
from the eleventh century, and the Christian kingdoms in the Peninsula from the 
tliirteenth, there were a number of measures that could appear as a manifestation 
of an ecological inindset. There are written documents from these times which con- 
tain rules to protect the forest, ban hiintilig and fishing or polluting activities are 
isolatcd so they do not disturb people. Even the Codex Euricianusi5 has provisions 
of this type designed to protect the nalural environment. 
1 have analysed the evidence of environmental concern preserved in the 
medieval Castilian iegislarioir in a studyi6 and here 1 will go more in-depth into the 
docuinentary bases on which to develop a history of the Middle Ages concerned 
about a emphasising thought ainied at protecting nature, which led to rules to 
achieve this. Howevcr, 1 believe that these laws did not arise through a concern 
Iur the environmcnt, but only to create a comfort in the case of urban life and 
for the protection of private property in rural areas. So far nothing leads me to 
think of ecological mentality, although iris possihle that further research may prove 
otherwise. There can be no  ecological mc~itality brcause this demands a numbei- 
of requirements. First one needs an overview of the problem. If this was the case, 
the authorities should take long-term measures, not teniporary solutious, which is 
what appears in the medieval docuinentation. Concern for the future, would show 
the existence of a inindset which prized tlie need to protect the enviroiiment where 
people lived. However, given the research ro date, 1 ain afraid that the concern was 
economic. 
There could be no  global view of the sitiiation because few people left their iand 
or rown and could hardly ever receive informarion that would affect this issue 
elsewhere. The concerns rhat may appear in thc texts Iiave no  long-term projection, 
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but in the very short-term to solve everyday problems. Furthermore, it should he 
borne in mind rhat in pre-industrial societies, nature, above all. was feared and 
does not appear as a protective mother as advocated in the eighteenth-ceritury 
Enlightenment and which was the earliest origin of rhe current concern about its 
deterioration. Nature was adverse to people in many situatioiis, with cold, frost, 
droughrs, windstorms, floods, hail, torrential rains and fierce animals for example. 
People trying to protect themselves from this show a series of practica1 materials, as 
rvell as prayers, spells, and processions to try to make nature benign and supportive. 
Nobody rliought they had to protect nature, but rather to defend themselves 
from ir. The forest advanced at the expense of the crops if no measures were taken 
to avoid ir. Thc rivers flooded the ploughed fields i1 there were torrenrial rains, frost 
killed crops or plagues of insects devoilred fruit. Despite al1 this, nature provided 
water, fruit and firewood for heating and, thus, gave life. We must also bear iii mind 
that in the Middle Ages most land. which included forests, rivers, springs and fields, 
belonged to the king, the Church or the íeudal lord, not the peasants who were in 
direct contact with it. Their concern was to produce enough crops to meet the feu- 
dal obligations and, il possible, obrain a surplus to improve rlieir living conditions, 
On the other hand, and it seems important to stress, the íarmers' worries were 
limited ro ohtaining enough lo feed his family. It is very difficult lor an ecological 
mentality to arise in a subsisrence society, although iii practice, and precisely be- 
cause of this shorrage of everything, water, fruit, cereals or farm animals, there was 
apparently an ecological attitude. That means that protection was needed for life 
and this was scarce. However, 1 consider rhat taking care to protect what nature pro- 
vides is not due to ecological concerns, but to the simple need for survival. In prac- 
tice, in the everyday reality, there are ways to interact with nature, written or legal 
laws that may suggest that there was an ecological mentality. 1 do not dare to state 
this, o r t o  deny it flarly. That is why, 1 iiisist, 1 consider ir a good line of research. 
A cursory overview o1 the various medieval social formations can be done with 
a first approximaiion to facilitate the analysis of each of these with the natural or 
urban environmenr in which people lived. Great care was taken in Islamic society 
to avoid activities that underrnined life in the ciry. The preservcd Hisba treatises" 
contain rules againsr polluting water or the air with bad smells. These trearises were 
intended to regulate urban life and esrablish how lile should be organised in the 
city. They are a magiiificent source, presenting provisions rhat Christians also in- 
cluded into the municipal Iegislation, with which the concern of the legislature to 
make life comforrahle antí erijoyahlr is apparent. 
In the legal norms, both ar the higher leve1 and the applicatiorl of law, there are 
provisions abour forests, crops. water, polluting activilies or air purity that can be 
used to reconstruct legislators' thinking about tlie environment and to analyse the 
application of this thinking in everyday reality. ln the chronicles or other types of 
writing, such as literary sources, there are refereiices to the landscape, its apprecia- 
tion, people's contacts with nature or natural phenomena. Among these, exception- 
~- 
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al events likc disastrrs, fires, floods, frosts and drought must be highlighted. Wlien 
al1 this is examined, it has bcen done with the criteria of contributory or economic 
history or as a cause of social processes, but their potential impact on the physical 
environinent has not becn cvaluated. Al1 these natural phenoinena have, above all, 
a strong environmental impact that has not been valued. 
Thc writings by Seinale authors may contain information related to women's 
thinking about nature as they supplied their homes and fed their families with what 
they took from it. It would not be unusual to find actions that lead us to belicve 
that there wcre ecologists from necessity prior to this doctrine being enunciated. In 
iconographic sources that illustrate landscapes or Iarm work, until now vcry little 
uscd, there are a considerable nunlber of women doing the most varied agricultural 
tasks. Even oral information can be very valuable, because ancestral agricultura1 
practices still remain either in the geographical areas that the feudal society was 
tailored to or in twentieth-century socicties with little tcchnological developrnent, 
which would certaiilly have elements in common with techniques known in 
medieval times, not to mcntion people of the so-called Third World who still live in 
ways that have similar difficulties to thosc in the Middle Ages. 
10. Eco-feminist history 
In conclusion, it is necessary to brief reser briefly LO eco-feminist history. Eco- 
feminism ir an emcrging trend, increasingly consolidated within feminist studies 
and approaches. 1 augur a great future for eco-feminist history, as it combines two 
of the most innovative fieids in history, women's history and environmental history. 
Women's history, with more than a century of life, has a solid theorcticat and 
documentary hasis, soinething that ecological history must aspire to. The beginnings 
of women's history, compared with conventional history, have provided a strong 
rerlovating impetus to accommodate non-traditional approaches. 1s still a history 
in constriiction, because i l  always seeks the advance of knowledge and theory. 
Ecological history in this country is almost newborn and this has been outside the 
Middle Ages where rhere have been the biggest advaiices. 
Thcre are several trends in eco-feminism that iniluence the conception of eco- 
femiiiist h i ~ t o r y . ' ~  Tbere is an essentialist eco-íeminism thar identifies nature and 
womeii and establishes grcater proximity betweerl the two than between nature 
and man. Womcn and nature give life and niirture and, in theory, are protective. 
Greek philosophy matched nature, fcelings, disorder aiid women, compared wirh 
polis, reason, order, and men. Therefore, thc feininism of equality is very reticent 
about some eco-ferninists approaches that, to an extreme degree, identily women 
and nature. 
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Socialist eco-feminism believes thar men a,nd women have different relationships 
to nature. Meii have maintained a relathnship oE exploitation, as they have used 
natural resoiirces to achieve these gains. Barbara Holland-Cunz" qualifies thai the 
destruction of nature through its use is expanding in the pubtic non-feininine space. 
Women, however, maintain a home Sor the daily supply of the family, and have 
done so throughout history and still do in the Third World. 1 add another common 
point to these approaches between nature and wornen, which is the exploitation. 
of both one and the oiher, by the male groiip, benefiting Irom the resources aiid 
capital gains generated by unpaid household workZ0 that nature also provides free. 
In the same vein, Carolyn Merchant" says that women and nature are in a similar 
leve1 of replenishnient, and thar both are proditcts of historical processes. 
The theotogian, Anne Primavesi," proposes aii important route of analysis. It 
focuses on tbe treatmenr that woiric~i and iiatiire are given in the Riblc. From 
Genesis, thc position ol  man, the first being created in the image and likeness of . 
God. is superior to nature, created beforehand and which God placed at Adam's 
disposal, like Eve, the woman, created after and as an appendix to the man. Adam 
is like the divinity, while neither the nature nor Eve are. This is the argument that 
justifies men acting wiih free will towards both, without being accountable to 
anyone. Fronl this biblical analysis, Primavesi deduces the poor relatioits Clirissian 
rcligions have with nature and heme their strong rejection of pantheism. 
In its origins. agriculture was a modification, not an  assanlt, on naiure by the 
women who were gatlicrers picked whatever was ar hand. They wished to give 
their farnilies the best nutriiion but did not specuiate on thc fruits that nature of- 
fered. They began setrling to stay with their crops and keeping srnall children them 
with, while the me11 were still nomadic hiinters although they began to return 
to where the women were. This led to the process of settlernent where men and 
women began to work fieids collectively. 
Individual ownership of the land under cultivation soon began together with a 
tendency to produce more thaii necessary for sustenance, to achieve a wealth from 
the sale or excliange of the surplus. Women were no longer involved in this process, 
but rather this was driven by men. Iii addition, the patriarchal society established, 
that within doniestic responsibilities that concerned women, there was the supply of 
everythiiig needed to maintain the family, such as water, food, fire, and care of the 
home, that is the reproduction of the Iamily unit. All of these tasks, being domestic 
and women's obligations, received no financia1 compensation. Similarly nature also 
provided free and cyclical gifts. Nature does not rest over the entire cycle, making 
seeds germinate, plants flower and fruit ripen. When these were harvested, the 
process re-started. Women's lives rari a siinilar cycle and a siinilar rneasurcment of 
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women, whose daily work has built history. It is not a history oí inajor characters 
and unrepeatable events. bu1 the history of the various social formations that have 
occurred throughout the ages and which, from this perspective, are until now 
unknown. 
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